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Abstract
Relative humidity is mainly responsible for the formation of clouds. This study examines the 

relationship between humidity and clouds and gives approximate results so that the person can 

determine the proportion of moisture by observing the clouds formed in the atmosphere

The focus of our question was how to determine the value of moisture by observing the clouds 

formed in the atmosphere

We assumed that there was a relationship between the formed clouds and relative humidity values

We used the Hygrometer during the month of February and the beginning of March 2019 and at the 

end of January and end February 2020 .We observed the difference in the shapes of the clouds by 

the difference in the relative humidity value

We reached the following conclusions:

1. When clouds form low clouds, relative humidity values range from 66% to 57%

2. When clouds form clouds, the relative humidity values range from 40% -45%

3. When clouds are formed from medium clouds, relative humidity ranges from 49% to 54%

4. When the sky is clear, the relative humidity values range from 16% to 37%.

5. When fog is formed, the relative humidity values range between 67% -70%
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Limits of Research

The research was conducted in Al-Jawfa village, in Al-Baha area, Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia At a height: 2326 m, in latitude and longitude: 

N: 20ᵒ03.435

E: 041ᵒ20.855

In cooperation with the Arwa Bint Kriz School in Al-Nasba, which is located 
in Al-Baha Region, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia At a height: 1970 m, in latitude 

and longitude: 

N: 20ᵒ15501

E: 041ᵒ27607 

During February and the beginning of March of 2019 and the end of January 
and February 2020



Statement of Problem

Can the relative humidity values be 
determined in the atmosphere by 

knowing the type of clouds formed?



Questions and Hypothesis of Research

- Assume that there is a relationship between the clouds created in the 
atmosphere and relative humidity ratios

-Is there a relationship between the clouds created in the atmosphere 
and relative humidity ratios?



Significance of Research

This research can contribute to the enrichment of scientific content in 
relation to determining the relative humidity of the type of clouds 
formed and highlighting the pilot experiments in this field

It also helps to help researchers, teachers and students determine the 
relative humidity of the type of clouds formed



Materials

we need to :

1 - the device of the hygrometer

2. Cloud type form

3. GPS device



Materials and Method

First, we need a hygrometer to measure relative 
humidity.
- Steps to measure relative humidity:

1. Operate the hygrometer.
2. The current humidity shall be taken from the 
humidity screen after at least half an hour.
3. Record the reading in the entity form, noting 
the type of the device.



Materials and Method

Second, we need a GPS device to locate the study GPS operation principle:

We open the GPS device at the same location as the satellite sends low-signal 
signals (such as radio signals) that cross all transparent barriers such as glass 
and plastic, and do not cross dark barriers such as buildings, iron and wood. 
When GPS picks up these signals from three Satellites, it recognizes the 
longitude and latitude, but if the device picked signals from four satellites, it 
can calculate the height and speed and times of sunrise and sunset, where we 
record the longitude, width and height and weave in the data form

Third: We use the cloud form to determine the type of clouds formed in the 
atmosphere

•(.



Data Summary

Tables and graphs



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

1/6/1440 AH43%High (Cumulus)

6/2/2019

2/6/1440 AH37%Clear

7/2/2019

3/6/1440 AH40%High (stratified)

8/2/2019

4/6/1440 Ah54%Medium (Cumulus)

9/2/2019

5/6/1440 AH67%fog

10/2/2019

6/6/1440 AH69%fog

11/2/2019

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed

DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

7/6/1440 AH59%Low (Fractus)

12/2/2019

8/6/1440 AH66%Low (Fractus)

13/2/2019

9/6/1440 AH66%Low (stratified)

14/2/2019

10/6/1440 Ah57%Low (stratified)

15/2/2019

11/6/1440 AH60%Low (Fractus)

16/2/2019

12/6/1440 AH68%fog

17/2/2019



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

18/2/201967%Fog

19/2/201949%Average

20/2/201945%High

21/2/201980%Fog

22/2/201970%Fog

23/2/201969%Fog

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

24/2/201970%Fog

25/2/201968%Fog

26/2/201959%Low (Fractus)

27/2/201937%Clear

28/2/201936%Clear

1/3/201940%High (Fractus)

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

2/3/201943%High / stratified

3/3/201935%clear

4/3/201916%clear

5/3/201929%clear

6/3/201916%clear

7/3/201919%clear

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

26/1/202016%clear

27/1/202017%clear

28/1/202070%Fog

29/1/202068%Fog

30/1/202067%Fog

31/1/202070%Fog

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

1/2/202069%Fog

2/2/202068%Fog

3/2/202070%Fog

4/2/202068%Fog

5/2/202068%Fog

6/2/202070%Fog

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

7/2/202070%Fog

8/2/202070%Fog

9/2/202068%Fog

10/2/202070%Fog

11/2/202069%Fog

12/2/202035%clear

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

13/2/202020%clear

14/2/202024%clear

15/2/202022%clear

16/2/202022%clear

17/2/202037%clear

18/2/202067%Fog

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



DateHumidityType of Cloud Form

19/2/202045%High( cirrocumulus)

20/2/202066%Low( Cumulus)

21/2/202060%Low( Cumulonimbus)

22/2/202058%Low( Stratus)

23/2/202018%clear

24/2/202020%clear

Table of relationship between relative humidity and type of clouds formed



Chart (a)



Chart (b)



Data Analysis

(A) Note that the maximum relative humidity values reached 70% and this 
leads us to the following result:

1 - Clouds formed from fog type when the maximum limit of relative 
humidity values 70%

2 - Clouds formed from the type of low clouds when the maximum limit of 
relative humidity values 66%

3 - Clouds formed from the type of clouds medium when the maximum limit 
of relative humidity values 54%

4 - Clouds formed from the type of high clouds when the maximum limit of 
moisture values 45%

5. The sky is clear when the maximum humidity values are 37%



(B) Note that the minimum values of relative humidity reached 16% and this 
leads us to the following result:
1. Clouds formed from fog type when minimum relative humidity values are 
67%
2 - Clouds formed from the type of low clouds when the maximum limit of 
relative humidity values 57%
3 - The clouds formed from the type of clouds medium when we are the 
values of humidity as high as possible 49%
4 - Clouds formed from the type of high clouds when the maximum limit of 
relative humidity values 40%
5. The sky shall be clear when the upper limit of relative humidity values is 
16%



Results

We concluded that there is a relationship between relative humidity and its 
values and the forms of clouds formed.

1 - When the clouds formed from the type of low clouds, the relative 
humidity values range between 66% -57%

2 - When the clouds formed from high clouds, the relative humidity values 
range between 40% -45%

3. When the clouds formed from medium clouds, the relative humidity 
values range from 49% to 54%

4. When the sky is clear, the relative humidity values range from 16% to 37%

5. When fog is formed, relative humidity values range between 67% -70%



Findings

Through the final conclusions reached where we created the 
relationship between the types of clouds formed and relative 
humidity values, and in the future God willing we will repeat this 
project to study the relationship between temperatures and clouds 
generated in the atmosphere.
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